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ABSTRACT

Starting from the analogy between a crystal and molecule, it is shown that the
electronic excitation, forming the first step in the process of light absorption, is not
confined to a particular atom, but is diluted between all of them in the form of "excita-
tion waves, " similar to sound waves which are used to describe the heat motion in the
same crystal. Owing to the interaction between the atoms the excitation state is split
up into substates whose number is equal to the number of atoms n (excitation multi-
plet). By superposing several excitation waves "excitation packets' can be con-
structed representing the travelling of the excitation state from one atom to another.
To each excitation sub-state there corresponds a definite crystal structure (lattice
constant, vibration frequencies) slightly different from that of the normal, and giving
rise to slightly different vibrational states. This influence of the excitation on the
vibrational states provides an indirect coupling between them, which allows the excita-
tion energy to be shared between a few hundred heat-oscillators with practically no
direct coupling nor anharmonicity in a radiationless transition which forms the
second state of the process of light absorption.

1. INTRQDUcT~QN

''N A monatomic gas the transformation of the light energy absorbed by.- an individual atom into heat, that is into the kinetic energy of the trans-
latory motion, is effected, on the quantum theory, through o collision of eke

second kind of the excited atom with some other (usually unexcited) one. If
we now look for the corresponding process in a monatomic solid body, where
the heat motion is represented by the vibration of a set of "elastic oscillators"
(Debye's waves), we at once meet a grave difficulty. This difficulty consists
in the apparent inability of the elastic or heat oscillators, so far as they are
assumed to be harmonic and uncoupled with each other, to take up the big
quantum of energy stored by the excited atom. This quantum is in fact
about 100 times larger than the largest energy quantum of the heat oscil-
lators, corresponding to the ratio between the frequency of the absorbed
light and the highest frequency of the heat vibrations. In a radiationless
discharge of the excitation energy the latter must therefore be either shared
between a great many oscillators, which is impossible if they are uncoupled,
or be absorbed by a single oscillator jumping at one time over at least 100
energy levels, which is also impossible if the oscillator is harmonic.

The solution of this difficulty seems at first sight to consist simply in
taking account of the actually existing coupling between the different oscil-

' This paper is an extension of two previous ones on the absorption of light in gases: see
J. Frenkel, Zeits. f. Physik S8, 798 (1929) and 59, 198 (1930).
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lators and their nonharmonic character. It must, however, be rejected for
it leads to extremely small probabilities for transitions of the type con-
sidered. In fact in order to get a non-vanishing probability for a transition
involving N elementary jumps, either by N oscillators making each an
elementary jump, or by a single oscillator making an N-fold jump, one must
carry out the expansion of the potential energy of the oscillators as a function
of their coordinates (or of the displacements of the atoms from their equi-
librium positions) up to terms of the ill-th order at least. ' The terms one
would get for N —100, even if this was practicable, would be hardly large
enough to account for the effect we are considering.

There seems to be a less trivial and more successful solution of the above
difficulty, which is suggested by the analogy betsoeen a crystal (representing a
solid body) and a molecule The .usual selection rule for the vibrational quan-
tum number of a molecule (a diatomic molecule, say), restricting its change
to unity, holds for such transitions only, for which the electronic state of
the molecule remains unaltered. In case however of a combined transition,
for instance of a spontaneous transition from an excited state to the normal
one with emission of light, the vibrational quantum number can change
by any amount (integral, of course) whatever. It may be noted that this
"breach" of the selection rule has nothing to do with the possible presence
of nonharmonicity, but depends upon the fact that the character of the
vibrations in the normal and excited molecule is quite different.

In applying this consideration to a crystal we have only to develop the
analogy between an excited crystal and an excited molecule. At the outset
we have pictured an excited crystal as differing from the normal one by the
presence of one definite excited atom. Now in case of a molecule consisting
of two identical atoms the excitation cannot be traced to one of them, but
has to be considered as a characteristic of the molecule as a whole. The same
must be true with respect to a crystal consisting of any number of identical
atoms. We thus see that we must first of all revise our conception of an
excited crystal by allowing for the identity of all the atoms, and thereafter
investigate the influence of the "electronic state" of a crystal on its vibra-
tional states.

2. EXCITED STATES OF A CRYSTAL; ' EXCITATION-WAVES

We shall assume that the coupling between different —even neighboring—
atoms is small compared with the forces holding the electrons within the
separate atoms (thus excluding the case of metallic bodies). We shall further
suppose that the atoms —or rather the nuclei —are fixed, that is, we shall
neglect their vibratory motion, and shall consider only their inner state,
characterized by a function of the coordinates of the electrons with respect
to the nucleus. I.astly we shall leave out of account the possibility of inter-
changing the electrons between different atoms and shall consequently assign
to a definite atom a definite group of electrons whose coordinates (relative

~ See below, Section 4.
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to the nucleus) will be represented for the sake of brevity by the number of
the respective atom (1, 2, , n).

Then if fz and fzz are the wave functions representing the normal and
the excited state of an isolated atom, the stationary states of a system of n
atoms, of which one is excited and the rest normal, will be represented to a
first approximation by a linear aggregate of n factorial functions,

4 i P zz( 1)4 z( 2)f z( 3) l z(n)

42 4 z(1)zt'zz(2)fz(3) 4 z(n)

= A(1)4'z(2)4'z(3) 4'zz(n)

with properly chosen coeKcients c&, c2, , c„. We have here a particular
case of an "exchange degeneracy, " which I have already considered previ-
ously' and which is somewhat similar to the exchange degeneracy met with
in the problem of a single electron with n fixed identical nuclei. '

There are, as is well known, just n sets of coefficients (ci, cz, .
, c~),

corresponding to the splitting up of the undisturbed state of n isolated atoms
with the total energy Wzz+(n —1)Wz into n different states, whose energies
differ from the preceding value by small amounts TV'. These n states will
be denoted as the "excitation multiplet" of the crystal. The values of W
for the different components of such a multiplet "W= W, ') and the cor-
responding values of the coefficients cz( = c„i) are determined by the equations

QUg, zcz = W'cz
l 1

(2)

where Uk~ are the matrix elements of the mutual potential energy of all the
atoms U with respect to the functions (1).

Now U must reduce to the form

U = Q U(zz, P; R tz)
a(P

where U(cz, P; R e) is the mutual potential energy of the atoms n and P
and R e=Re their distance apart (or rather the distance between the re-
spective nuclei). One has obviously U(cz, P; R,e) = U(P, n; R e). One must
not conclude however from this symmetry relation that U(1, 2, ~ ~, n) is
a symmetrical function of the respective arguments. Interchanging two
arguments say 1 and 2—which corresponds eventually to an interchange
of the excitation state between the atoms 1 and 2—me must keeP the dis-
tances R e fixed, so that the new energy function obtained by such an inter-
change is substantially different from the original one. '

Zur Theoric der Resonanzverbreiterung von Spektrallinien, Zeits. f. Physik 59, 198
(1930).

4 This problem is treated in Bloch's theory of metallic conductivity.
~ The theory can be easily extended to account for the interchanging of the electrons be-

tween diferent atoms. In the simplest case of one electron per atom we have but to replace
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Taking into accoun
~ ~ t the orthogonality and normalityconditions for

the functions fz and Pzz,

we easily obtain from (3) if k Wl:

I Ugz Qz drz dr = Vzz

where Vz& is a function of the distance RI:z alone given by

Vkr = U k, l; Rki pzz* k fz k pz* l pzz l dTkd7.
& (4a)

It may be remar e a i ib k d th t t is in general complex and therefore different
from I lk = ~kl

For k =l we get
Uz'z —= Vl,tz = QVzz

l~k
wher'

Vkl U k l Rkl Qzz k Qz l d7kd7 r (Sa)

may be defined as the average value of the mutual energy of the atoms k
andi when one o t em is in ef h

' ' the normal and the other in the excited state.
This is also of course a function of the distance Rk& only; it is moreover sym-
metrical with respect to 0 and l.

The equations (2) are very similar to those which determine the normal
modes of vibration of a system of coupled classical oscillators with one degree
of freedom each; in fact we have but to consider the coefficients ck as t e
amplitudes of these oscillators and to replace the energies W by the square
of the classical frequencies (multiplied by a properly chosen proportiona ity
factor). The matrix elements Uz~(k/l) can be then interpreted as the
coupling coe cients since eyffi

'
~

'
they actually depend upon the distance of the

the functions l ~ y t e o owin(1) b h f 11
'

g ones which are antisymmetrical with respect to all the elec-
trons.

~ ~ ~ 1 nPrr(1, 1), Prr(1, 2), ' ' ' Prr(1, n) 4 (1, 1), A(1, 2) A( , )
1 pr(2, 1), pr(2, 2), 4r(2, n) 1 frr(2, 1), err(2, 2) lftrr(2, n)2=

nli/2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~nl'/2 ~ ~

pr(n, 1), pr(n, 2) ~ pr(n, n) pr(n, 1), pr(n, 2) ~ lftr(n, n)
~ ~

(k l) and fir(k, l) denote the wave functions of the atom formed by the associationetc. where Pr(k, ) an ri, en
of the l-tn eiectron to t e - nuch l t the k-th nucleus, in the normal and excited state respec ive y.
though somewhat more comp icate, resu s ar1' t d its are obtained in the general case of several electrons
per atom.

ntlThe case of two e ectrons wi a1 th 11 the atoms being in the normal state has been rece y
treated by E. Hylleraas, cits. . ysi, Z f Ph ik 63 771 (1930) in connection with the theory of the
cohesive forces in a (non-excited) crystal of sodium hydride .
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respective oscillators only), and the Ukz, as the coefficients of the quasi-elastic
forces for the uncoupled oscillators.

Until now the positions of the atoms have remained unspecified. We
shall now assume that the nuclei are fixed at the lattice points of the crystal,
neglecting the displacements due to the vibratory motion. We shall further
assume that the crystal has a rectangular form (or the form of a parallelepiped
whose edges are parallel to the crystalline axes). The normal modes of
vibration for this case are well known. They do not depend upon the shape
of the functions Vo, (Roz) nor upon the value of the constant Vo ——Uz,. o, thus
coinciding with respect to the position of the nodal planes with the acoustic
or elastic vibrations (for which Uo=0). These vibrations can be described as
standing eaves with the wave-number components'

gi = + rz/2az, gz = + ro/2ao, go = + ro/2a3 (6)

where a&, a&, u3 are the edges of the crystal and r&, r2, r3 numbers specifying the
mode of normal vibrations and taking all integral values between 0 and n& —1,
n2 —1, n3 —1, respectively, n; being the number of atoms along the i-th edged
(n = nznono).

The triplet (r,r,r, ) replaces the number r which was introduced to specify
the various solutions of the equations (2). The single numbers k and l must
be replaced accordingly by triplets (kzkzko), (lz4lo) which may be associated
with definite "oscillators, " that is definite atoms of the lattice. It may be
remarked that the coefficient cir in (2) refers to that function Po in (1) which
ascribes the excited state to the atom k. The solutions of the equations (2)
can now be put in the form

x6
Cr1, T2, ra' ' 1,ks, A 3

~ rzrsrs COS —karl COS —k2ro COS k3r3
a, ~ CL2 03

(7)

k, k2ks

representing the r-th stationary state of the excited crystal (the r„r,, r, com-
ponent of the "excitation multiplet") over the configuration space of all the
electrons should be equal to 1.

The energies W'„,„,„, of the different states (with respect to the unper-
turbed energy Wzz+ (n —1)Wz) are given directly by substituting in the equa-
tions (2) the values (7) of the coefficients c. Since the matrix elements Uoz

depend only upon the diff'erences k& —l&, k2 —l2, k3 —l3 one can put kg ——k2 ——k3
= 0 which gives

A„I4',.' = Q Uoic.„i

where 5 is the lattice constant (for the sake of simplicity the lattice will be
pictured as cubical), and king =xi, k&6 = x&, ko6 = xo the rectangular coordinates
of the atom to which the excited state is assigned by the function @k,k, k, .
A„,„,„, is a normalization coefficient determined by the condition that the
integral of the square of the function

X...,.,(1, 2, n) = gc.„. .s. ,.,:o, gr z,go, z, zr (1, 2, n) (7a)

' The wave number is the reciproal of the wave-length; it is a vector parallel to the direc-
tion of the propagation of the waves.
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or more fully written

~5 ~6 m8g f7ooo, t, ~, ~, cos l~r—q cos —lzrq cos lzr3-
Cp 83

(8)

With increasing values of /~l~l8, that is with increassing distance R0~=5(li
+l,'+lP)'~', the values of H'000~, ~,~, must in general decrease very rapidy.
The summation in (8) can be therefore extended practically over all values of
the l; from —~ to +~. If the mutual action of neighboring atoms only
(with smallest distance apart R = 5) is taken into account, (8) reduces to

m.6 m5
Vp + 2Vy cos —r~ + cos —r~ + cos —r3

Cg G3
(8a)

where U~ is the value of (4a) for neighboring atoms and Vo six times the value
of (Sa) for the same atoms Th.e latter value is the average of the mutual
potential energy between an excited and an unexcited atom, whereas Vj has
the character of an "exchange energy" which has no classical analogue.

Each stationary state of an excited crystal can be described as a "standing
excitation wave" defined by (7) or by

c(xqx~x3) = A cos 2xg|x& cos 2xg~x~ cos 2n.g~x3e ' '""

where v' = W'„jh, x; = bl; Such .a standing wave can be obtained by superpos-
ing eight "progressive excitation waves" of the type

(A/8)s2+i(g|x, +gsza+Axa v I)

which represent the propagation of the probability for finding the excitation
localized in a certain plane of the crystal. By superposing a number of such
waves with slightly different values of g&, g&, g& (that is with slightly different
directions of propagation and frequencies v'=w'/h) it is always possible to
construct a wave-packet which will represent the excitation being concen-
trated in a definite atom or its neighborhood (according to the usual picture).
The group velocity of such an "excitation-packet" may be determined by
the relations

Putting
s; = Bv'/Bg;(i = 1, 2, 3).

kp = Vp + 2Vg(cos 2xgi5 + cos 2xgg5 + cos 2xg35)

(9)

according to (8a) and (6), we get

4mb Vg
sin 2xg;8.

h

For small values of g; that is for long "excitation waves" this expression
reduces to

(9b)
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that is the group velocity is approximately proportional to the wave number.
It has in general the same direction so long as the "exchange energy" V& is
negative. It reaches its maximum value v =4s 5

~

V& ~/h for wave-lengths equal
approximately to four times the interatomic distance 5. For X=28it falls
down to zero and for still shorter wave-lengths becomes opposite to the
direction of the wave propagation. '

To get a better understanding of the nature of the "excitation waves"
it will be well to consider the process corresponding to them in the older
quantum theory and in the classical theory. According to the former the
exitation energy of an atom can and in fact must be transmitted to one of the
other atoms of the same sort either by emission and (resonance) reabsorption,
of light or directly in a non-radiative process. The closer the atoms are to-
gether, the larger must be the probability of such a non-radiative trans-
mission, that is, the larger the velocity with which the "excited state" will
travel from one place to the other. This is expressed by the fact that the
group velocity, according to (9a), is proportional to the exchange energy Vz.
The ratio 5/v, „which is of the order of magnitude of 8/V~ can be considered
as the shortest time that the excitation remains confined to one definite
atom. '

From the point of view of the classical theory an atom has. to be con-
sidered as a harmonic oscillator, whose normal state is that of rest. The
energy of the free oscillations, replacing the excitation energy, instead of
being concentrated in one single atom (or a small number of them in the
general case) has to be distributed here in a more or less uniform manner over
all the atoms, each of them possessing accordingly but a very small energy.
The excitation waves can be represented in this case by the familiar waves of
the electric polarization with exactly the same wave-numbers as has been
actually done above in the discussion of the equation (2).' It should be no-
ticed however that in the classical theory of the propagation of such waves
the interaction between the atoms is considered to be a radiative one, that is
proportional to their dipole moment and inversely proportional to the dis-
tance, whereas in the wave mechanical theory we are developing this
interaction considered as a much more powerful non-radiative (electrosta-
tic) one."

~ These results are wholly analogous to those implied in Bloch's theory of the electrical
conductivity of metals and discussed by R. Peierls.

8 In case of two atoms h/V& is just equal to the time in which the excited state oscillates
from one atom to the other.

9 The situation becomes more complicated if instead of one excited atom we consider the
case of two or more excited atoms. cf. J. Frenkel, Zeits. f. Physik 59, 198 (1930) in particular
footnote on p. 203.

~o Cf. G. Breit and E. O. Salant, Phys. Rev. 36, 871 (1930). This paper dealing with the
propagation of light in solids contains some results of the present section.
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3. THE INFLUENCE OF EXCITATION ON THE GEOMETRIC

AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF A CRYSTAL AND

ITS VIBRATORY MOTION

M)e can now turn to the examination of the influence which an excited
state of a crystal (that is a definite component of an excitation multiplet)
exerts upon the heretofore neglected vibratory motion of the atoms. The
exact way to deal with this question would be to consider simultaneously
the "inner" and the "outer" (that is, vibratory) motion of the atoms. But
this way is hardly practicable even in the simplest case of a diatomic molecule,
and we shall therefore use an approximate method of the same sort which is
applied in Debye's theory of specific heats to the determination of the normal
vibrations corresponding to the unexcited state.

A normal vibration is described here by a system of standing sound waves
of just the same geometrical type as that used in the preceding paragraph to
describe the excitation states. It can be thus characterized by specifying
the components of the wave-number according to the equations (6) which we
shall rewrite in the form

gy = + 1'y /2og, gp = + rz /2oz, gp = + rp /2oz

the primes serving to distinguish the sound waves from the excitation waves. "
The frequency of the vibrations v' can be determined from the equation

V = Ir1t

where zz denotes the velocity of sound, which is considered as independent of g'.
The velocity of sound can be calculated by means of the formula

u = (~/p)'"

where p is the density of the crystal, and K its elastic modulus, which has dif-
ferent values for the longitudinal and the transverse vibrations.

Now in order to determine K from atomic data we must consider the vi-
brationless state of the crystal and compare its energy in the equilibrium
state with the energy corresponding to a slightly compressed (or expanded)
state in the case of K&,„,or to a slightly distorted state in the case of Kg„,.

Denoting the volume of the crystal with v and its energy —that is the
mutual potential energy of all its atoms —in the normal (non-excited) state
with 8'0 we have, expanding Wo in a power series with respect to the incre-
ment of volume v —v' (v' = v in the equilibrium state)

1 O'FVO
iVp = Wpp+ ——(v —v')'.

2 O'D

The second term represents the elastic energy

—', ep(v —v')' v'

"Ke shall drop the primes later on when there will be no danger of confusing the sound

waves with the excitation waves.



whence it follows

Ko = V()

or putting v =n5'

(13)

This formula determines the modulus of compressibility for the normal
(unexcited) state of the crystal —as denoted by the subscript zero—and hence
according to (12) and (11)"the frequency of the vibrations associated with
this state. It may be remarked that the corresponding equilibrium value of
5=ho'=5o is given by the equation (88;/av)' =0 or

(&Wo/ol&) ' = 0 (13a.)

arid that 60 1s related to thc dcns1ty p =po by rncans of

Po = m/&o'

tn being the mass of an atom.
The above method can now obviously be applied to the determination of

the vibrations associated with an excited state of the crystal. To do this we
have but to replace in the preceding formulae the energy 8'0 by the energy
TV„= 8'0+ 8"„ofone of the components of the excitation multiplet. In this
way we shall get for the lattice constant of the crystal 6„ its density p„and
its elastic modulus ~„values depending upon the character of the excitation
substate and slightly different from those corresponding to the normal one.

Since the difference 6,—60=65„ is very smail, we have to a first approxi-
1Tlat1on

whence since the erst term ~anishes (according to 13a)
BW„'

t'

8'8'0——(6 = 5o)
c 9

The energy Wo is proportional to the number of atoms n, whereas W„ac-
cording to (S) or (Sa) depends upon it in a practically unimportant pray.
Putting in (Sa)

(where o4oooooo = oo) we have
7lf/ 7rr2 7rr38'„' = Vo+ 2V& cos —+ cos—+ cos
Ng e2 n3.

and consequently

8Vo 8'8 o m.r I ~r2 xr' BVI
58 ———— —2 cos —-+ cos—+ cos

88 R] e2 e3 86

which is of the order of magnitude of 1/oo, since V~ does not depend upon n

'~ In the case of longitudinal vibrations.
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In the same way we get from (13)

2 82VO 7l f] 3 f2 ~r 3 O'Vg
AKq = Kt —Ko = + 2 cos +cos +cos (15b)

98n 882 fl'] e2 rta 852

The relative change of Dx„being again of the order of magnitude of 1/n
These results seem very natural indeed. We should expect that the change

of the geometric and dynamic properties of the crystal lattice, due to the
excitation of a few atoms n' depends upon their relative number, that is upon
the ratio n'/n, which in our case is equal to 1/n. So long as n' is small com-
pared with n the effects due to the excitation of the separate atoms must
obviously behave additively (which would no longer be the case if n' were
comparable with n), so that to get the total change of 5 or K we would have
but to add the expressions (15a) or (15b) for all the n' excited atoms. It
seems however that even with the largest values of n' that can be obtained by
illuminating the crystal with intense light of the resonance frequency, the
change in the elastic properties will be too minute to be detected by direct
measurement.

This change must however manifest itself in an indirect manner by mak-
ing possible the radiationless transitions of the crystal from an excited
state into the normal one with conversion of the excitation energy into that
of the vibrational motion, and also of course transitions of the inverse
direction, leading to "thermal excitation" of the crystal and corresponding
to "inelastic collisions of the first kind" or "activating collisions" in the case
of a gas.

4. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE VARIABLES AND FUNC-

TIONS DESCRIBING THE HEAT OSCILLATORS IN THE

NORMAL AND THE EXCITED CRYSTAL

In order to determine the probability of such transitions we must intro-
duce first of all the "normal coordinates" characterizing the individual
heat oscillators, which represent the different modes of vibration (standing
elastic waves) of the crystal. Let these coordinates for the unexcited state be
denoted by $„$„$„$,„(their number being equal to the number
of degrees of freedom); we shall think of the first n as referring to the longitu-
dinal vibrations and the rest to transverse ones.

We have to introduce in the second place the relations between these
coordinates and the normal coordinates $,q, $~, which correspond to the
r-th excited state. These relations must be derived from the condition that
the equilibrium positions of the atoms in the excited state are specified by
zero values of the new coordinates (f„,=0) on the one hand and by definite
non-vanishing values $, = $," of the old ones on the other.

For the sake of simplicity we shall limit ourselves to the consideration of
a Nnidimensional case, that is of a set of n atoms situated on a straight line
and capable of moving along this line (that is to perform longitudinal oscilla-
tions). Such a set can be conveniently treated as a "bar." In order to allow
for the change of length I = Sn of the bar, due to the excitation of one of its



atoms we shall imagine one of its ends to be fixed and the other free."The
normal modes of vibration of such a bar correspond to wave-lengths ) =) ~

determined by the equation

21+ 1
X) = Sb (16)

where k=0, l, 2, n —j. The displacement lxk of an atom whose equili-
brium distance from the fixed end is xk =k5 can be represented by the sum

where

~
2'Ã +k

~
7P

ckg = p sill = p s],n —$ +—
s 2

y being determined by the "normality condition"

(17b)

and $~ denoting the normal coordinate, which characterizes the l-th mode of
vibration.

Using the formula

n—1 n—1

ge'~~ = P cos ak + i
n—1 &san

g sinai =
k 0 &ia

which is equivalent to

1+ cosn(N —1) —csuN —csa 1 sn Assn A
CSAk = = —(1 —csee) +

2(1 —cs n) 2 2(1 —cs n)

n—1

g snnb
k=0

sin n(e —1) —sin ne + sin n 1 sn n(1 —cs nm)——SlIl 0!n +
2(1 —cs n) 2 2(1 —cs n)

we get with the abbreviations (l+ s)vr/n =p, (l'+ 2)7r/n =p'

n—1 n—1 n—I n—1

gcq~cqp = ps g sin pk sin p'k = —y' Pcs(p —p')k —pcs(p+ p')k
k=0 k=0 k=0 k=0

= s —1 if P = l and (—1)'~'+' if P = l.

Ke thus see that

and morever that the coordinates ft are not cxuclly orthogonal as they would
be in the limiting case n~ao, n5 =I.=const.

"Similar results vrould be obtained by fixing the middle point of the bar and leaving both
ends free and in the opposite phase.
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Squaring (17) and summing up with respect to k we have in fact:
n —1

/'=0

The mutual potential energy of the atoms which in the simplest case is repre-
sented by the sum

n—2

Q(~z 2+1 ~+A)
k=0

also will not be reduced exactly to a sum of squares of the type
n —1

1=—0

v~ being the vibration frequencies, but will contain cross terms vanishing in
the limiting case of a continuous bar. The problem of finding the exact
normal coordinates that is the exact transformation coefficients cA, ~ in the
equations (17) for a given finite value of zz is rather complicated and we shall
therefore use the "nearly-normal" coordinates defined above.

Since the coefficients c&& do not depend upon the equilibrium spacing be-
tween the atoms 6, the same formulae (17) could be used both for the "nor-
mal" and for the "excited" bar; it should be remembered however that ~xl,
has in both cases a different meaning, the equilibrium position of the k-th
atom in the excited state being displaced by A8, ,k with respect to that corre-
sponding to the normal state. The same position of the atoms which in the
normal state is specified by the displacements (17) will be specified from the
point of view of the excited state r by the displacements

whence
Ax„z ——AxI, —khtI„= Qcl„($, (

n—1

k (cf'rtl $E) = k66p.
L=O

If cl, & were the correct transformation coefficients then these equations would
be immediately solved by

Qcz(k65„.

Introducing here the approximate values

1
c/ct —— — —sin —t + —k

(zz —1)'" zz 2
we have

or
(zz —1)"'

n—1

gk sin nk
Ie=-0

n-- 1

P cos czk
7Z PiO! /c 0

1/2 a= «/n ( l+ 1/2 )
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that is according to the summation formula given above, with cos en=0,
sin nn=( —1)',

1
6(„/ = ( —1)' e

2n'~' ]. —cs o

The second term in the brackets represents probably the error due to the fact
that we have been using inexact values for the coefficients c~~. It would have
an important influence only in the case of very small values of n correspond-
ing to very long waves. "

Dropping it we get finally

1 1 AL„
h$„/ ——( —1)'—5//, .e'" = (—1)'—

2 2 m'~'
(18)

where AL„=nkvd„denotes the change of length of the whole bar in the r ex-
cited state. Since this change is actually due to the presence of one single
excited atom, it must be practically independent of the total number of atoms,
whence it follows that 66„must be inversely proportional to n, a result which
we have derived above from somewhat diA'erent considerations for the case
of the real three-dimensional crystal. The preceding formula which we can
safely extend to this case'" thus means that the change of the normal coor-
dinates, produced by the excitation of one atom out of n is inversely propor-
tional to the square root of n. The coefficient of proportionality —,65„n is
determined by (15a) and can be shown to be of the order of magnitude of
atomic dimensions.

Having established the relation between the normal coordinates of the
nonexcited and those of the excited crystal we must now turn to the considera-
tion of the Schrodinger wave functions of the corresponding "heat oscilla-
tors. " These functions will be denoted by f„/;, '($,) for the N, quantum state
of the s-th oscillator in the case of the unexcited crystal and by f„/r, '($„,)
in the case of a crystal in the r-th state of an excitation multiplet. The gen-
eral form of the functions f&(t) is given by the formula

f (t) —[2N Jy /(~~) 1/2] —1/2'. (~1/2()/, —1/2a) —f 4($)

where H~ is Hermite's polynomial of the ¹hdegree and o; is a constant
proportional to the natural frequency of the oscillator //. If the coordinate $
is normalized in such a way that the energy of the oscillator is represented by

m d$ + 4 ~2~.2g2

2

and

'4 In this case we should have

1 —cos a —aa = (t ia ) 7rj2e

n~
cj,z

——( —1)'—"
~z"' vr'(E+ l)"-

'~ Replacing l by the sum /&+4+4,
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a = 4orovov/h. (19a)

The absolute value of o. does not play any role since we can always replace the
coordinate $ by ol =a'~'$. If however we have to compare the behavior of the
same oscillator for two different values of the frequency parameter v = vo and
v = v„ then we must take into account the relative value of n which gives us
two different wave functions of the form

v

fn"(b) = fx($i) and fN'"'($, ) = fg
Vos

(20)

The function f&($) can be defined here and in the sequel by formula (5) with
ex=1.

5. DETERMINATION OF THE PROBABILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL TRAN-
SITIONS OF A CRYSTAL FROM THE EXCITED TO THE

NoRMAL STATE (or vice versa)

The stationary states of the crystal, including the vibratory motion of the
atoms can be described to a first approximation by a wave function 4 equal
to the product of an electronic function x(1, 2 . n) specifying the inner
states of the atoms and of the functions (20) for all the 3n oscillators. We
thus get for the r-th excited substate

3n — 1/2Vrst, = x„(1,2, oo) IIf~„
VOs

(21)

and for the normal state

+o = xo(1, 2, ~ I) IIf~„(),)
with

Xo = fg(1)gg(2) P, (N)

(22)

(22a)

which is obviously the same approximation to the electronic function of a
number of atoms in the same state, as the functions x, defined by (8), are for
the case when one of them is excited.

It must be remarked that whereas the factorization of the oscillator
functions corresponds to the assumed absence of any direct coupling between
them, the multiplication of these functions with the electronic function x
does not mean that there is no coupling between the vibratory and inner
motion of the atoms, this coupling being in fact expressed (in an approximate
manner of course) by the dependence of the vibration frequencies v„upon
the electronic state Through. this interaction of the electronic (inner) and
the vibratory (outer) motion the different oscillators are actually coupled
with each other —in a rather indirect way —and it is just this indirect coup-
ling that enables the simultaneous transition of any number of oscillators

~e Cf, A. Sommerfeld, Wellenmechanisches ErgKnzungsbang, p. 18. This normalization
corresponds to the condition Z$.2 =Z(hx). 2 or Z~cf, p = 1 used above.
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from one state, sPecified by the quantum numbers NpI, Npg ' ' ' Np3 to
another N, I, A„2 . N„3„, if this transition is combined with an electronic
one, that is with a transition of the crystal from the normal state to an ex-
cited one or vice versa.

The probability of such a combined transition is determined by the ma-
trix element of the perturbation energy with respect to the functions (21)
and (21a). This perturbation energy seems at first sight to be identical with
the mutual potential energy of all the atoms U, which has been considered
above in connection with its inHuence on the electronic motion. It will be
remembered however, that this inHuence has been examined on the assump-
tion that the atoms were at rest at the lattice points of the crystal, which
corresponds to definite equilibrium values R p of the interatomic distances
R s entering as parameters in the expression (3) for U.

Since we are now concerned with transitions due to the interaction of
the electronic and vibratory motion it is necessary to take account of the
change of the R p's and consequently of U which are due to the displacements
of the atom from their equilibrium positions. This could be done by expand-
ing U in a power series with respect to the differences R,p

—R p' and express-
ing the latter through the normal coordinates $i, t2

The series so obtained would contain next to the equilibrium value of U
a sum of squares of the coordinates $ which must be dropped out, since it
represents nothing else but the potential energy of the oscillators (accounted
for separately) and further higher powers of the $'s which should represent
a certain degree of anharmonicity and of direct coupling between the oscilla-
tors and at the same time a certain alteration of the electronic states as a
result of the vibrational motion.

If we did not take into account the indirect coupling (and anharmonicity)
expressed by the dependence of the vibration frequencies on the excitation
state, we should have to carry out the expansion of U up to terms of the
100-th (or even higher) degree in the $'s in order to get a nonvanishing prob-
ability for transitions involving a 100-fold jump of the oscillators (cf. Intro-
duction). As a matter of fact, however, this is not necessary and we can safely
stop at terms of the third order (as is done in the theory of the thermal
expansion and thermal conductivity of solids) thus putting

U Up + UIII (23)

where

Q~ai btif
k, l, m

(23a)

the coe%cients Aqi being certain functions of the electronic (inner) coordi-
nates1, 2, . n,.

The probability of radiationless transitions from the r-th excited state
to the normal one (or vice versa) is determined by the matrix element of U
with respect to the wave functions (21) and (22)
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~. = Jl Ukp*4. =
Jl ~xo*x,«i «.

4

3n
V

1/a

II&„(&)f~„—4 d4.
s=1 &Os

Of course only such states have to be considered which have the same
or nearly the same energy (the corresponding transitions are usually denoted
as "resonance" ones). The energy of the crystal in the normal state is equal
to the sum of the energies of the separate atoms nS"z plus the equilibrium
value of their mutual potential energy

U X() 'd71

(25)

plus the vibrational energy

3n

Ep —— gkvp, (Np, + -,').
s=1

(25a)

The energy of the same crystal in the excited state r is represented simi-
larly by the sum

H'iz + (po —1)Wz + W, ' + E„

where W„' is given by (8) and

I', =g Ipv, .,(N„., + —',) . (25b)

The condition for the radiationless transition to be a resonance one is thus
expressed by the equation

3n

Wrr —Wx + Wr' —Wo' + g [&v, ,(N, .+ p) —hvo, (Np, + o) j =O. (26)
s=1

This equation can be approximately satisfied for a given r in a number of
different ways corresponding to different jumps of the vibrational quantum
numbers n, . The total probability for the crystal to pass from the excited
state into the normal one will be proportional to the sum of the squares of
the matrix elements (24) (or rather their moduli) for all such "nearly reso-
nance" transitions (see next paragraph).

In computing the matrix elements (24) we must express the normal coor-
dinates of the excited crystal through those of the unexcited one by means of
the relation (18). It is however to be kept in mind that these relations hold
for the case when the $, 's are so normalized that Z, $P =Zhxg, which corre-
sponds to the value (19a) of the parameter a in the functions (19). If we put
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n =1 in (19), that is replace $, by n'"$, then in using the relations (18) we
must multiply the right hand side by n'". Putting further v,/ve ——1+Av„/ve
and noticing that Av„/v, is a small quantity of the order of 1/n we can expand
fN [(v/vo)'12$„, ]=fu [(v/v, )"'(f,+Df„)] in a series of powers of 1/n'I'

f u[( v/v )0'"5-] = far($, ) + tsar, .fu'($.) + O(1/n) (27)

0(1/n) denoting the sum of terms of the order of magnitude 1/n, 1/n'~', etc
We shall presently see that all these terms can be dropped, their contribution
to the total value of the transition probability (for all the possible individual
transitions) decreasing with increase of n (as 1/n at least), whereas the
contribution of the terms proportional to h$„, that is to 1/n'~' turns out to be
independent of n (see below).

The change of the vibration frequencies connected with the excitation of
the crystal is thus immaterial for the transitions we are considering, these
transitions being due practically solely to the minute change of the equili-
brium distance between the atoms. '"

We shall first consider that part of M„which corresponds to U' that is

The contribution of each oscillator to 3EI„ is given according to (27) by the
factor

I. = ) f~,($)fir„($)d$+ &$. ffn, (&)f~,(&)&&+ O(1/n). (29)

If X =Xp, this factor reduces practically to 1. If X„=Xp+1 the first term
on the right side vanishes but the second is diR'erent from zero, so that
I„=0(1/n'~'). If ~X„—Xo

~

)1 the second term vanishes too and I, turns out
to be of the order of 1/n or still smaller.

We thus see that only such transitions have to be takeninto account, for which
each oscillator either remainsin the same state or jumPs to the next one.

From the we11-known relation for Hermitian polynomials

d
H~($) = 21VH—~ g($)

d(

it follows, according to (19) (with o. = 1):

fu'(f) = (2&+tgp~&2) —~ls2+HN q(p)e
k'&'2 —pf—u(p) = (2llr)~&2fu q($) —gfu($)

whence for X„=Xp+1

I„= —tsar„)f f~,(f)fx,(k)$d$ = —tsar„b „

This result applies to some extent to the case of diatomic molecules, where however the
frequency shift also plays a marked role.



fir, ,Ir, being the matrix element of $. This matrix element is equal to
(N/2) I wllele N ls the IRrgcr of 'tile two numbers Ny RIld¹.We 'tllus get fof
the s-th oscillator (At„being independent of s)

I„=—h$, (N, /2) I" (X, = Xp„E,. if¹.= X,. = + 1). (29a)

(The same result can be derived directly from the well-known formula for
the matrix element of the momentum, that is of the operator (fI/2'') 8/8$).
Hence it follows thRt ln CRse of a transition ln which p of the 3s oscillRtors
jump simultaneously (to one of the next states), while the rest remain in the
same state,

3',' = [ —h$„(X/2)I"]"V, '

where E is the geometrical mean of the p numbers N, and

Ke shall now brieHy examine the second part of 35„corresponding to U"'
(23a)

where p"II~ denotes the integral with respect to the coordinates pl, $I, $ con-
taining their product as a factor. This integral is a product of three simple
ones with respect to the separate coordinates if the latter are all diferent, or
of tvro simple ones if k =l/m; if 0 =3=m, it reduces to an integral with re-
spect to one variable gl containing its cube as a factor. II'lI denotes the
product of factors (29) for all the other normal coordinates $. /II is different
from zero in that case only if the corresponding oscillators make together
three elementary jumps ( ~X„I+X,I+X„—¹l—¹I—X„~=3), one jump
each if they are all different, or a double jump and a simple one if k =I/m,
or a single triple-jump if k =I=m.

If the total number of jumps performed by all the oscillators in the transi-
tion considered is to be equal to p, then in the product II'I, ~ only P—3 factors
of the type (29a) must appear, so that 3/I„"' may be written in the form

3II„"' = QAI, I PI,I [ h$„(E/2)I"]&——' (31a)

A" lblclIlg tile IBRtflx clelllellt of A II~ (1, 2, ' ' s) wl'tll respect to X0 Rlld

x„.One can say that in the product Q "&& II'&~„the 6rst factor refers to jumps
which are due to the direct coupling between three or two oscillators (or their
anharmonicity) and the second one to the indirect coupling provided by the
dependence of the vibrations on the excitation state.

The coefhcients A. I, ~ can be obviously de6ned by the formula
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wherex„xq, x~ denote the x, y, z coordinates of theatoms (n, P, y =1, 2 3n),
and the differential coefficients Bx /Bg~, etc. , are the transformation coefti-
cients which in the unidimensional case considered above were denoted by
c&&, equation (17). Since these coefficients are of the order of magnitude of
1/n"', we see that M„"', so far as its dependence upon N is concerned, is of
the order of magnitude (1/5'")'(1/n'")" '=(1/n'")&, that is, of the same
order of magnitude as 3I, ' given by (30).

Now 3II„' contains as factor the matrix element U„' of the mutual poten-
tial energy of all the atoms in their normal equilibrium positions with respect
to the functions xo and x„, and this factor can be easily shown practically to
vanish for all excited substates r with the exception of the one r& =r2=r3 0
for which x„ is symmetrical with respect to the inner coordinates 1, 2 n
of all the atoms, that is representing an excitation wave of infinite length
(having the same phase throughout the whole crystal). In fact using the
expressions (8) for x„=x„,,„and (22a) for x, =go, we have

U, ' = Q c,~)f ' '
)I U'po*p~drg «„

klk2kg

where $0=/&(1)P&(2) Pr(N), and P& is obtained from $0 by replacing the
factor P&(k) by Prz(k). Introducing here the expression (3) for U= U' we get
f J U'@0*)&«& dr„=sum of integrals of the type

) )l U(» I; ~~~)A*(k)Az(k)4'z*(&)4'z(I)«adr&

with respect to all values of /. Now this sum must obviously be practically
independent of k, that is of the location of the atom k within the crystal —so
far as surface effects can be neglected Thus t.he preceding expression for U„' re-
duces to the product of a constant by the sum ZAc„z which vanishes (practi-
cally, again neglecting surface effects) unless r& r, = rs ——0. ——

It seems questionable whether the excited substate rI ——r& ——r3 ——0 has
actually to be taken into account or not. But even if we do not exclude it,
we see that the probability of a transition from this state to the normal one,
so far as it is determined by U„need not be much larger than that deter-
mined by U„"' for similar transitions from all the other excited substates,
that is transitions involving the same number p of heat oscillators or rather
of elementary jumps. The matrix component M„ for such transitions having
the order of magnitude (1/n"')& the corresponding probability will be propor-
tional to (1/n)'. The coefficient of proportionality cannot be determined accu-
rately unless we restrict ourselves to transitions from the substate r& = r2 = r3
= 0 and neglect U'" with respect to U'. In this rather fictitious case (which it
will however be well to consider for the sake of illustrating that part of the
theory which is connected with the dependence of the resulting total prob-
ability upon the number of atoms n), the probability of a transition involving
the cooperation of p heat oscillators, or rather the square of the corresponding
matrix element, is given, according to (30) and (18),by
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where

M„' =
i

U„'
i

'Ii„v

n(AL )' N

(32)

(32a)

L„being an abbreviation for the product 65„n, and n being defined by (19a).
0. is the reciprocal of the square of a distance which depends upon the fre-
quency v, of the corresponding oscillator. For oscillators of the maximum
frequency in the acoustical spectrum v, —10" this distance 1/n "is equal to
3 X 10 '/mri'I' cm where m& is the atomic weight of the crystalline element we
are considering with respect to hydrogen. We thus see that the product
n(b L,)' must be of the order of magnitude 1, at least for the higher frequency
oscillators. For oscillators of lower frequencies it must however be smaller,
so that these oscillators must be less effective in the transformation of the ex-
citation energy into heat energy not only because their share is smaller, but
because they have a smaller probability of getting this share.

In (32a) n and N denote certain (geometrical) mean values for all the

P oscillators participating in the transition. Denoting the value of u for
oscillators of the highest frequency with O.p, we can put

n, (AL)' v,

811 ~ Vp

(32b)

where ~ denotes the product over all the p oscillators we are considering.

6. THE RESULTING (STATISTICAL) VALUE OF THE PROB-

ABILITY OF RADIATIONLESS TRANSITIONS

The minimum value of p =Pp is obtained if only oscillators of the highest
frequency or next to it are taken into account. This minimum value is given

by
Ep —E. Wz~ —Wg + W„' —Wo'

Pp =
hVp hVp

(33)

according to (26), and as was mentioned above is of the order of magnitude
of 100. Now these oscillators can be picked up from a much larger number Q
of oscillators whose frequencies are enclosed within an interval vp —v=av
which can be extremely small with respect to v but at the same time large
enough to make Q exceedingly large compared with p. Limiting ourselves
to longitudinal waves (which for the same wave-length possess a higher fre-
quency than the transverse ones), we have

4+v
Vp DVI

where v is the volume of the crystal and u the velocity of the longtitudinal
waves, or since v =nP and (u/vo)3 =Xoii ——4irP/3

Q = 3nDV/vo. (33a)
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It must be emphasized that for a given value of Dv (or Dv/ve) Q is propor
tional to the total number of atoms forming the crystal Ta.king n —10" (which
corresponds to a crystal with a volume about 1 cm') and Dv/ve ——10 'e, say,
we get Q =3 X10' which is still a million times larger than po.

Our pe oscillators can be picked up from the set containing Q of them
in a number of difierent ways, this number being equal to

(
Q Q(Q- 1) (Q- p + 1) Q"
PO 1'2 ' ' P0 p, r

that is according to (33a) proportional to the po-th power of the total number
of atoms n.

The total probability of a transition of the crystal from the excited state
to the normal one, in which the excitation energy will be shared by any p0
of the Q high frequency oscillators will thus be proportional to the product

M2 = U0 2 = ——~~L, 2Ã (34)

that is, will be independent of n

The fact that it turns out to be dependent upon the choice of the interval
Dv is naturally explained by our having restricted ourselves to this interval.
We can obtain some approximation to the value of the probability of any
transition from the excited state to the normal one, or rather to the total
value of Z3II„determining this probability by taking, in the above formula
Dv/vo=-1/2 and replacing po by a somewhat larger number p = 2po say.

The problem of the determination of the resulting transition probability
P„can be solved exactly by a method which we are presently going to de-
scribe. It must be remarked however that in deriving this probability we
must not restrict ourselves to the consideration of such transitions only, for
which all the participating oscillators jump to a higher level. On the contrary
we must take account of such transitions (which are under some circum-
stances by far the more frequent) in which some of the oscillators jump to
a higher level and others to the lower one, adding, so to say, their energy
to the excitation energy.

Further it must be remembered that the "resonance condition" expressed
by the equation (26) or

~O —~ = ~'rr —~'r + ~' ' —8'0

need not be exactly satisfied. In fact we have to consider, theoretically, transi-
tions for which the difference E0—E„has any value whatsoever. Let us de-
note the sum ZM„' for all transitions for which the value of Z0 —E„is enclosed
between E and E+dE by S(E)dE. Then the transition probability which is

actually observed referred to unit time is given by 8

4~'
S(E) (35)

h

"See, for instance, J.Frenkel, Einfiihrung in die Wellenmechanik p. 211,formula (72a).
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E being the resonance value of Eo —E„, that is, the excitation energy of the
crystal, defined by the right hand side of equation (26). Ee—E„can be
expressed as the sum Zp, e, over all the 3n oscillators, where e, =he, are the
corresponding energy quanta and p, =0, +1, or —1 for an oscillator not
partaking in the transition, jumping to the next higher level, and the next
lower level respectively. The total number of oscillators participating in the
transition P is thus equal to 2 ~P, ~, and the excess of oscillators gaining energy
over those loosing it 'Zp, . It must be remarked that for low temperatures,
and in the case of the high frequency oscillators even for room temperatures
jumps of the second kind (down) may not be possible, the corresponding
oscillators being in the lowest state (X„=0)

We shall first neglect these downward transitions, that is, restrict our-
selves to the non-negative values of P, (0, 1). We shall further, for the sake
of simplicity, take the same value of p„given by (32a) for all the oscillators
(see below).

Our problem then reduces to the determination of the value of the sum

g'p„~ = S(e)de/~ U„') '

for all values of the P,(=0, 1) satisfying the condition

E & QP, e, & E+ dE (36)

P being equal to the sum Zp;. This problem is quite similar to the familiar
problem met with in the Pauli-Fermi statistics of a gas with a given total
energy E the P, representing the possible numbers of particles in the s-th
state. From the physical point of view they differ by the fact that instead of
calculating the number of states of the whole system, that is the sum Z1 under
the restriction (36) (the logarithm of Z1 being defined as the entropy), we
have to calculate the sum Zp„&, and further by the fact that E does not ac-
tually represent the energy of the system of oscillators but the change of this
energy, the skates thus being replaced by the transitions.

The restriction (36) can be removed by considering instead of the sum
Z'p„" the sum Zp, "e &'s with suitably adjusted parameter p (corresponding to
the reciprocal of the temperature), extended over all possible values of the
P.. The second (unrestricted) sum is of course different from the first (re-
stricted) one, but there exists a simple approximate relation between them.
Writing the unrestricted sum in the form

Qp„"e &i~ = f S(E-)e &sdE
e p

(the factor 1/
~
U, ' ~' is dropped for the sake of brevity), we see that the

integrand S(E)e &~ must have a maximum for some value of E, which by a
suitable choice of P()0) can be made to coincide with the given value E
lying in the interval (36). If this maximum is sharp enough, which is actually
the case when E is not too small, we can replace the function S(E)e &s by a
Gaussian function

S(E~)e e "e &
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where the parameter y measures the width (or sharpness) of the maximum.
This gives

+00

gp, 'e t's = S(E~)e ~s" e &s ~""'&'d(E —E~) = S(E~)e ~s"ys'~'

or

ePEm

S(E ) = Q~ nr (37)

where the (unrestricted) summation on the right hand side has to be carried
out exactly.

The specified value of the parameter P can be easily determined from
the condition that the "average" value E for the curve S(E)e ~s practically
coincides with the extremal value E„. This gives

ES E e &EdE.

jV

I
I S(E)e &sdE

8= ——log SEe~ dE=E
BP

or

where

E„= —8 log Z/BP

Z = Q~„nr

(37a)

(376)

is the analogue of the "state-sum" (Zustandssumme) of the usual statistical
theory. The determination of the parameter p requires some approximate
knowledge of the function S(E) and can be effected after the evaluation of
S(E ) according to (37).

We have

Z — „(ug+u2+ ) g
—P(u( g+u2 2+ ) — TT usg —Pus s~/'r

Pl ~92' ' '

II(l y p,e-~")
S g)S

whence

(' 'o

log Z = g log (f + p,e- ") ='
I log (l + p„e-& )g(e) d.

S 0

(3g)

g(s)ds being the number of oscillators whose energy quanta s = kv lie between
e and &+de. Restricting ourselves to longitudinal waves we have
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Now p, being a very small number (of the order of 1/n) we can put with suffi-
cient accuracy

log (1 + p„e &') = p„e &'

which gives

(38a)

This formula shows at once that Z is actually independent of n; the same
follows from (37) and (37a) for P and for S(Z ), the quantity which deter-
mines the probability for which we are looking.

The above results can be easily generalized to allow for the difference of
the factor p„ for different oscillators. Replacing p, „& by the product Op„,&' we
get formulae of the same type as before. In evaluating log Z according to
(38) or (38a) we have to consider p„as a function of the index s or of the energy
s(= s,).

Denoting the value of p„ for e = eo and X,=1 with p„we have

pre = pr&sNs/&0

so that instead of (38a) we get

3'p,„
log Z =

I e &'~'N(~)de.
&o o

(39)

The average value of N(e) at the temperature T under the assumption of
statistical equilibrium is given by Planck's law N(e) = 1/(e" ~' —1). If we as-
sume this distribution to hold for the initial (excited) state of the crystal
then (since N„=No, 1) the prec—eding expression has to be increased by 1,
the average value of N(s) thus being

N(e) = 1/(e'~" —].) + 1 = 1/(1 —e ~~"r) (39a)

The above theory can be applied to the estimation of the probability of
transitions of the opposite character, that is from the normal state to the
excited one, so far as all the participating oscillators jump in the same sense,
that is downwards, their energy being converted into the excitation energy.
In this case we have to put of course

N(~) = 1/(e'~'r —1). (39b)

It can be easily shown that our simplified theory, which takes into account
jumps of the same sense only, holds for the limiting case that the product
np„(w ichh is independent of n and which is a measure of the change of atomic
distance produced by excitation) is very small. The probability of transitions
in which p oscillators ta,ke part being approximately proportional to (pn) &/p!

(cf. equation (34)) a strict economy in the use of the different oscillators will

be observed in this case, their number being reduced to the minimum Po
= (Zo Z )/kvo=B /sp and "useless" jumps in the wrong sense practically
excluded.
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To get a rough idea of what will take place in the opposite case, that is if
pn is large, we have to sum up the preceding expression for all values of p
starting with p=PO. If pn«PO this sum will still practically reduce to the
first term. If however pn»pe it can be replaced by the sum gp", (pn)'/p!
giving e&". The same result is obtained by replacing the sum by its maximum
term, which corresponds to p Ii=n and putting p!= (p/e)".

The method applied above for the approximate evaluation of the re-
stricted sum of the products p„~ "'

~
is no longer applicable when the numbers

p, are allowed to take negative values ( —1), for the simple reason that the
function S(E) has no tendency to increase in this case with increase of E.
To the contrary it has a very Hat maximum for E=o and vanishes for

~

E
~
)Ze, . One could get rid of this restriction E & p,e, &E+dE in this case

by a more general method, involving the use of Dirichlet's disruptive multi-
plier. " It does not seem worth while however to develop this method at a
greater length here and we shall satisfy ourselves by making a direct cal-
culation for the simplified case e, =e =const. Our problem can then be stated
as follows: The number n is expressed as the sum of three numbers
n'+n"+n"', denoting respectively the number of positive, negative and
zero values in the sequence p&, p2 p„; to determine the sum Z'p"'+""
under the restriction that n' —n" =p, =E/e

Since each "partitio" n=n'+n" +n'" can be effected in n!/n'!n"!n'"!
different ways (by permuting the numbers p;) we get

n p e!g'y"'+"" = g p-'+-"(n' = n" + p„n"' = n —2n" —p,).
n" 0 1$ S QI! Il! 1f1 t

The ratio of the n"-th term of this sum to the preceding one is equal to

(n —2n" + po + 1) (n —2n" + po + 2)iii'/n" (n" + pIi)

or approximately so long as n" is small compared with n

( )'/ "( "+ po)

The maximum term is that for which this ratio is equal to 1, the condition
n "«n being obviously satisfied for n" (n"+pe) = (np)' Repla. cing the sum

by its maximum term we have

nl+n, I~ ~ r'yg & nI+n~I ~II f/p = ~~'r ~ ~

This gives if n "&)1using Stirling's formula

Ql~n'+n" (npe) '""+&o-'

2irn"""(n" + pIi)
""+&o (40)

where
n" = [(nu)' + (po/2)'j'" —po/2. (40a)

'~ That is the integral fpsnax cos bx d'x/x which is equal to ~/2 for a)b, —7f/2 for a&b
and ~/4 for a =b.



If ny is much larger than pp we can put n" = np and reduce the above sum to

Q~v n'+n" v2nv+v, /2~I~

In the opposite case (np((po) we have n" =(ny)'/po, the result given by (40)
being practically the same as in the case n" =0 which corresponds to one-
sided jumps, that is

Q&~n'+n" ~ (~~)vo/p

Which case is usually met with in practice„ is difficult to say.

7. RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS (ABSORPTION AND EMISSION OF LIGHT)

We have considered heretofore only radiationless transitions of the
crystal from the excited state to the normal one or vice versa. We must
now brieAy examine such transitions which are connected with the absorption
or emission of light. As has been pointed out in the introduction the excita-
tion of a crystal by incident radiation forms the first stage of the process of
light absorption, the second stage being provided by the radiationless tran-
sition to the normal state.

The energy levels or spectral terms which have to be considered in this
connection are those that have been discussed already in the preceding sec-
tions, the energy of one of the excited sub states with respect to the normal
state being given by (26). Since there are n-substates, corresponding to one
single excitation state of an isolated atom, there must appear in the spectrum
of a solid body in general n lines, corresponding to one single line in the spec-
trum of the gas, so far of course as the initial or the final state is the normal
one. The frequencies of these I.ines, which can be described as forming an
"excitation multiplet" are given by

v, = (1/k)(WII —Wz —Wo') + W, '/k (41)

if vibrational transitions are not taken into account. Allowing for these
transitions we get a still larger number of spectral lines with frequencies
differing from the preceding ones by the amounts

hv, = Q[v„,(X„+-', ) —vo,(¹,+ —',)]. (41a)

The spacing between the main lines (41) is determined approximately by
the expression (15) or (Sa). It is the smaller, the larger the number of atoms
in the crystal. The total width of the multiplet formed by all these lines,
is however independent of n and equal approximately to Vp+6V&, where

(42)

and (for the case of a simple cubical lattice)

VI = 6 Jt J[ U(kgl)/II*(k)QI(k)Ikr*(I)|ALII(&)dradrI (42a)
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k and l denoting two neighboring atoms. This width is of the same order of
magnitude, or perhaps just a few times larger, than the shift in the spectral
levels of two atoms, produced by their combining together into one mole-
cule. The maximum spacing between the lines of such a multiplet is of the
order of 2V,/n, that is, so small that they should appear in practice as a
continuous band even if they had no satellites due to the accompanying
vibrational jumps and no natural width, which is measured by the proba-
bility of radiationless transitions we have examined before. This natural
width (equal to the "mean life" of the corresponding excited substate),
being independent of n must be much larger than the spacing between the
consecutive lines. We thus see that the resolution of the continuous (band)
spectrum of a solid body into single lines, which has been observed by J.
Becguerel in the spectra of some rare earths at the temperature of liquid air
and recently by AV. Obreimow" in iodine and other substances at very low
temperatures (of liquid hydrogen or helium) cannot be explained without
special assumptions about the separation of the lines of an excitation multi-
plet or their intensities.

It can occur, namely, that for some excitation state II the "exchange
energy" (42a) is abnormally small, so that the whole multiplet will appear
as a single line, accompanied by satellites due to the vibration jumps. Since
the coupling of the electronic states with the vibrational ones is determined
partially by the same energy V&, as the width of the excitation multiplet
(see for instance formula (15a) for the change of the crystal lattice 5), these
satelliies will be rather faint. This may account for the lines observed by
Becquerel, which were not very much influenced by the temperature.

Another possible explanation is that only a few of the excited sub-levels
can combine with the normal one, these combinations forming a series of
more or less widely spaced lines. Now the natural width of these lines due to
radiationless transitions will be the smaller the lower the temperature, for
as we have seen the coeKcients p„, which determine the probability of such
transitions are proportional to the average values of the quantum numbers
N, and must therefore decrease as the temperature decreases. At the same
time and in the same measure will the intensity of the satellites decrease
due to vibrational jumps. It can thus happen that for su%ciently low tem-
peratures the continuous spectrum of the solid body will be resolved into
separate lines, in accordance with obreimow's observations.

It is however hardly possible to substantiate the above explanation by
actual calculation of the intensities of spectral lines, that is of the probabilities
of transitions connected with absorption or emission of radiation.

In the simple case of an atom or a molecule these probabilities are de-
termined by the matrix elements of the resulting electric moment of the
system. In the case of a molecule consisting of n identical atoms this sum is a
symmetrical function of their electronic coordinates 1, 2, n. Replacing
the molecule by a crystal and considering pure electronic transitions not
accompanied by vibrational jumps, we get for the matrix element of this

~ W. Obreimow and Proc. Amsterdam Acad. de Kaas 31-3, p. 353 (1928).
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symmetrical function P(1, 2, . n) with respect to the functions x, and

xo a value which can be shown to be zero for all the excited substates with
the exception of the symmetrical one (by the same argument as in Section 5).
It thus seems that, as a matter of fact, the whole multiplet will be reduced to
one single line, or there will be no lines whatever if the symmetrical excitation
state cannot be realized.

This argument is however fallacious, for in the case of a crystal whose
linear dimensions are large or even comparable with the wave-length of the
absorbed or emitted light the probability of absorption or emission will be
determined not by the resultant electric moment P(1, 2, . n) but by a sum
of the moments of the separate atoms P~(k) multiplied with certain Phase
factors, which dePend uPon the positions of these atoms Rz. In case of a system
of plane electromagnetic waves (of resonance frequency) propagated within
the crystals in the direction x, say, with the phase velocity m, these factors
would be e" " "", so that the probability of absorption of a single light
quantum, that is of the excitation of a single atom, would be measured by
the matrix elements with respect to the functions y„and xo of the sum
ZPO(k)e" " 't~. There is no reason why these matrix elements should vanish
for most of the substates r, remaining different from zero for a few others.

The computation of the excitation probabilities by the above method
can hardly give perfectly correct resu1 ts, a more consequent quantum-
mechanical treatment being necessary in order to obtain them, but it seems
fairly certain on the basis of these crude considerations, that nothing like a
selection rule for the different terms of an excitation multiplet can be expected
to exist.

It is possible that the phenomenon observed by Obreimow is limited to
the case of compound substances, which lie outside the scope of this in-

vestigation. Preliminary results which I have obtained for such compound
crystals, seem to support this conclusion.


